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twenty thousand to one began. Now those who had sworn to conquer or to die, full of joy had formed an array like to the shape of the Half Moon. Then Arjuna approaching in his car of gold, said to Krishna, his charioteer :
" See how they smile when they should weep ! "
And Krishna replied : " Not so ! They smile because they are about to obtain those excellent regions which are unattainable to cowards."
Then Arjuna took up his conch and filled all the points of the compass with its blare : and at the sound, like a cloud pouring showers or a flight of bees around a flowering tree, thousands of arrows shot into the air. And thirty of them, endued with the strength of adamant, struck Arjuna's diadem. And with those straight shafts equipped with wings of gold surrounding his head, he shone like the new risen Sun. And great was the fight and mighty was the prowess displayed in that battle as it went on and on. Now, as time passed, Arjuna wearied of slaying his thousands, and bethought him of Yudistra's danger; so, remembering the charm given him by the God of Wind, he gripped his Gandiva bow firmly, rubbed its string till it quivered and sung like a storm, and once again blew his prodigious conch. Thus launching the charm, in an instant the wind arose, and like a canopy of tawny silk, great clouds of dust sprang from the ground, obscuring the Sun and darkening all things. And thousands upon thousands of illusive forms in the likeness of himself and Krishna,his charioteer, started into being here, there, everywhere, so that those soldiers, sworn to conquer or to die, seeing them dimly, struck at them crying :

